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ABSTRACT

2

Patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) at �ne-scale may improve
�ltering of Next Generation Sequencing variant lists to determinate
true disease. LD patterns re�ect the combined impacts of recombination, natural selection, genetic drift and mutation to understanding
the genome function. Within this novel research, the potential of
LD maps of the autosomal genome at a very �ne scale down to
the exonic and intronic level is being assessed for providing novel
insights into the impact of recombination and selection on genome
structure and function.

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data were taken from whole
genome sequences from 454 individuals from the Wellderly study.
Filtering of the SNP data excluded SNPs showing deviation from
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p-value of <0.001) and rare SNPs
with a minor allele frequency of <0.01 [3]. LD maps were generated
in linkage disequilibrium units (LDUs) for the autosomal chromosomes 1-22 based on the Malecot-Morton model [4]. The extent
of linkage disequilibrium as kilobases/LDU was determined exons
and introns within genes.
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INTRODUCTION

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
from patients with diseases is revolutionising medical research
stimulating rapid transition towards personalised treatment [1].
Understanding disease gene characteristics is a pressing need to
help interpret voluminous NGS data. The integration of genomic
properties such as recombination, natural selection, genetic drift
and mutation can improve �ltering of NGS variant lists to determinate true disease candidates [2]. The pattern of LD at high resolution
level across the genome represents the outcome of these processes
and enable much more comprehensive analysis of LD structure and
genome function. The aim of this study is to to improve the variant
�ltering of NGS by analysing LD patterns at �ne-scale for ranking
plausible disease-causing candidates.
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METHODS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results show that LD intensity (extent of LD) is lower for small
chromosomes compared to larger chromosomes; these results can
be attributed to elevated recombination rates of smaller chromosomes [4]. The strong relationship between the extent of LD and
chromosome recombination rate in centimorgans has signi�cant
and dominant e�ect on these patterns (Figure 1) exceeding e�ects
due to selection and mutation [5]. The overall di�erence in the
extent of LD between exons and introns is small with more intense LD in exons. Preliminary studies have concluded that the
strength on LD in genes containing disease variation is intermediate between ’housekeeping’ genes (very strong LD, intolerant
to recombination/mutation) and genes involved in (for example)
sensory perception where weak LD re�ecting a high haplotype
diversity may be adaptive [6]. Understanding patterns of LD and
the interaction between recombination and selection throughout
the whole genome is fundamental to identifying disease candidate
genes in the context of NGS for more powerful �ltering strategies.
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